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Abstract

Supercapacitors based on an ionic liquid electrolyte and graphite or nanoporous carbon

electrodes are simulated using molecular dynamics. We compare a simplified electrode model

in which a constant, uniform charge is assigned to each carbon atom, with a realistic model in

which a constant potential is applied between the electrodes (the carbon charges are allowed to

fluctuate). We show that the simulations performed with the simplified model do not provide

a correct description of the properties of the system. Firstly, the structure of the adsorbed

electrolyte is partly modified. Secondly, dramatic differences are observed for the dynamics

of the system during transient regimes. In particular, upon application of a constant applied

potential difference, the increase in the temperature, due to Joule effect, associated with the

creation of an electric current across the cell follows Ohm’s law, while unphysically high

temperatures are rapidly observed when constant charges are assigned to each carbon atom.

Supercapacitors are used for the electrochemical storage of energy. Unlike Li-ion batteries,

there is no redox process involved in the bulk of an active material, and the charge is accumulated

through the electrosorption of ions from an electrolyte on the electrode surface, which confers on

supercapacitors very specific properties.1 First, they show very high power densities and are there-

fore used in applications where there is a need for a large charge uptake or delivery in a limited

amount of time (typically a few seconds). Second, only a slight volume change (< 3 %) occurs

in the material during operation and the electrolyte is not subject to electrochemical degradation,

and thus most devices show an outstanding cycle life (> 1,000,000 cycles). They have never-

theless an inherently moderate energy density, and there is an increased need for higher-energy

devices. To this end a better understanding of the electrolyte/electrode interface is required, for

which molecular simulations appear as a promising tool,2–6 complementary to electrochemical7,8

or spectroscopic9,10 techniques.

At such an electrified interface, electrostatic interactions play a predominant role. The objective

of this work is to study the importance of accounting realistically for electrode polarisation effects

in the presence of an electrolyte. To this end, we perform a first series of simulations in which we
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impose that the potential on each electrode atom at each molecular dynamics step is constant and

equal to a specified value11 V i
0, which is the electrode potential in a conventional electrochemistry

experiment12 (V i
0 = V + or V− for atoms in the positive and negative electrodes, respectively, with

the potential difference equal to V +
−V−). In practice, this is done by treating the partial charges

carried by the electrode carbon atoms as additional degrees of freedom, which fluctuate during the

simulation. Their values are determined from a self-consistent calculation ; this approach has now

been used in several simulation studies3,5,6,12–16. Were this electrostatic response found negligible,

a significant gain of simulation time would be obtained. In order to assess the importance of these

effects, simulations performed at constant applied potential are compared here with a second series

of simpler, computationally less expensive simulations where fixed partial charges are assigned on

each atom, as reported in a majority of simulation studies.17–26 In both cases, the same coarse-

grained model is used to describe the electrolyte.15,27 We show that the simplified simulation

scheme does not reproduce well a realistic electrode, both from the structural and the dynamic

point of view.

In a first step we have focused on a supercapacitor simulation cell based on a 1-butyl-3-

methylimidazolium hexafluorophosphate (BMIM-PF6) ionic liquid electrolyte and graphite elec-

trodes. This system was chosen because it is well known15,27 and because the planar surface of the

electrodes facilitates the analysis of the adsorbed electrolyte structure. In order to perform a fair

comparison, the constant charges were assigned based on the average total charge measured dur-

ing constant potential simulations for various applied potential differences (see the Supplementary

Information). This total charge was equally distributed among the carbon atoms, and the self-

consistency of the procedure was checked by calculating the potential difference arising from the

so-built constant charge simulations: The initial values were well reproduced.

The ionic density profiles along the normal to the graphite surfaces are shown on Figure 1. On

each electrode, only the profiles corresponding to the oppositely charged ions are shown for clarity.

The region corresponding to z values between 3.0 and 9.3 nm is not shown because it corresponds

to the bulk for which ionic densities remain flat under all conditions. Although the constant poten-
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Figure 1: Ionic density profiles for the constant applied potential (top) and constant charges (bot-

tom) simulations. For each electrode, only the oppositely charged ions profiles are shown for clar-

ity. The arrows highlight the main differences between the two sets of data, which are discussed in

the text.

tial simulations (top panel) profiles look very similar to the constant charge ones (bottom panel) at

first glance, some differences are observed for both electrodes. Indeed, for the positive electrode
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(left panels), the second peak of the PF−

6 ions density profiles, located at distances between 1.5

and 2.0 nm, shows a different variation depending on the simulation scheme. In the first case, the

intensity remains constant whatever the applied potential difference, but the peak is shifted toward

larger distances upon increase of the electrode polarization, switching from 1.58 nm for 0 V to

1.73 nm for 9 V. When constant charges simulations are employed, not only is this shift more

pronounced, but the peak also becomes much flatter. In the case of the BMIM+ cations (right pan-

els), the changes concern the first intense peak, which also becomes less intense and flatter in the

case of the constant charge simulations. Finally, we observe that the differences in the structural

properties become more visible when the electrodes are highly charged. A comparison of the full

ionic density profiles for an applied potential difference of 9.0 V or a constant charge density of

1 e nm−2 (Figure 2) clearly shows that most of the oscillatory profile close to the interfaces is lost

in the second case.
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Figure 2: Ionic density profiles for the 9.0 V constant applied potential (V + = −V− = 4.5 V)

and the 1 e nm−2 constant charge simulations. Left: positive electrode, right: negative electrode.

Similar plots for other electrode potentials are provided in the Supplementary Information.

The difference between these density profiles is due to the fact that in the second case, the

constant charge on the electrode constrains the liquid to adopt a given structure. When a constant
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potential is applied, there is an interplay between the charge on the electrode and the local struc-

ture of the electrolyte layer facing it, which is therefore allowed to change more smoothly. It is

worth mentioning that the variation of the charge with respect to the potential drop at the elec-

trode/electrolyte interface obtained with the constant charge simulations agrees very well with that

obtained with the constant potential simulation ones, resulting in similar values for the differential

capacitance (data provided in the Supplementary Information). This result may however be partly

fortuitous, and should not be taken as a general rule.

The performance of supercapacitors in terms of power (i.e how fast the charge can be delivered)

can be assessed by modelling the polarization relaxation during transient regimes. This is done by

performing simulations where the applied potential difference or the charge is suddenly changed

and by characterizing the processes which occur before the new steady-state is reached17,18 (note

that the objective of such simulations is not to mimic the cyclic voltammetry setups, in which

the potential is applied with a slow scan rate, but rather to study the relaxation phenomena which

occur in a supercapacitor under operation). The difference between constant potential and con-

stant charge simulations is then much more spectacular. Although it is already visible in the case

of graphite electrode systems, we have picked a more illustrative example by simulating a su-

percapacitor with nanoporous carbide-derived carbon electrodes.3 We have performed 3 different

simulations, starting from the same initial configuration. The latter was extracted from a trajec-

tory obtained with uncharged electrodes, and presents the particularity to have some empty pores.

The two first simulations were performed with constant applied potential differences of 1.0 V and

5.0 V respectively, while the third one was performed with a constant charge of 0.01 e (respec-

tively -0.01 e) assigned to each carbon atom of the left (right) electrode: This value corresponds

to the average of the fluctuating charges carried by the carbon atoms for a 1 V applied potential

simulation.3

As shown on Figure 3, after only 5 ps, the empty pore is already filled for the constant charge

simulation. This is not the case for any of the constant potential ones, for which 100 ps is not

sufficient to obtain a full charge (only the 1.0 V situation is shown on Figure 3 since the 5.0 V one
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Figure 3: Evolution of the structure inside the positive electrode upon application of a constant

charge (top) or a constant applied potential (bottom) simulation. Only part of the simulation cell

is shown here. The initially empty pore region is highlighted with a red circle. Green spheres:

anions, red spheres: cations.

yields a similar result). Such a difference in the dynamics was already reported by Vatamanu et al.

for planar electrodes. These authors concluded that constant potential simulations provided much

more reasonable double layer relaxation times.14 Here, even more striking is the increase in the

temperature due to the Joule effect, as shown in Figure 4. In the constant potential simulations, the

calculated heating rate is of 0.08 K ps−1 (respectively 2.1 K ps−1) for a constant applied potential

of 1.0 V (respectively 5.0 V), in very good agreement with a basic estimation based on Ohm’s

law (see the Supplementary Information for details) of 0.10 K ps−1 (respectively 2.5 K ps−1). In

contrast, in the constant charge simulations the temperature reaches 25,000 K in 1.0 ps, reflecting

an extreme energy dissipation and the driving of the system far from equilibrium, with a strong
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macroscopic electric field across the cell. The relaxation processes observed during the latter

simulations are therefore unrealistic and this procedure should be avoided for the study of transient

regimes occurring in supercapacitors at the molecular scale. Nevertheless, the constant potential

simulations with nanoporous carbon electrodes are very expensive from the computational point

of view, so that constant charge simulations remain very useful in the first stages of equilibration

of the simulation cells. In the case of constant applied potential simulations, the charge on the

electrode atoms varies in response to the ionic liquid; as a consequence the charging of the initially

empty pores occurs gradually while they become wetted, resulting in much slower relaxation times.
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Figure 4: Temperature drift when a constant potential difference is suddenly applied (insert: when

a constant charge is assigned to each carbon atom).

In conclusion, we have showed that the use of constant charge simulation setups for modelling

supercapacitors based on ionic liquid electrolytes and carbon electrodes alter both the structure of
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the adsorbed fluid at the interface and the timescales over which relaxation phenomena occur. The

situation is much more critical for the latter, which are modified by orders of magnitude, but the

changes in the structure are also visible and they increase with the charge of the electrode, which

may lead to modifications in the thermodynamic properties of the systems. This situation can be

paralleled with the role played by ion polarization effects in bulk ionic liquids and molten salts:

In the latter case, it is now well known that the simulations performed in the framework of rigid

ion models provide a correct description of the structure of singly-charged ions based liquids, but,

as soon as multivalent ions are added, such models are not able to yield the complex structural

patterns which are observed and it is necessary to resort to a polarizable ion model.28–31 Note that

here the use of more complex force fields for the ionic liquids, which include polarization effects

either explicitly or effectively32,33 (and even the electron density breathing effects34), would also

enhance the description of the system. Finally the dynamics is highly affected, and transport prop-

erties are usually underestimated by one order of magnitude with rigid ion models.29–31 Here the

effect is opposite, since constant charge simulations greatly enhance the dynamics of the system.

It is therefore important to use constant applied potential conditions when modelling electrodes,

despite the associated increase in computational cost. This recommendation is likely to hold for

the modelling of systems other than supercapacitors which involve a metal / ionic liquid inter-

face;35 for example the role of polarization on the stabilization of metallic nanoparticles in ionic

liquids has recently been demonstrated.36 It is worth noting that schemes alternative to the self-

consistent calculation of the charges have been proposed,37 which allow to decrease significantly

this computational time, but these methods have yet to be adapted to the case of porous electrodes.

Computer simulation details

Following our previous works, the coarse-grained model of Roy and Maroncelli, which yields the

correct structural, thermodynamic and dynamic properties of BMIM-PF6, was used for the ionic

liquid.38 In all the simulations, the Coulomb interactions are calculated through a two-dimensional
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Ewald summation12,39 and a time step of 2 fs, which ensures a good conservation of the total

Hamiltonian, is used to integrate the equations of motion. For the ionic liquid-graphite simulations,

the system consists of 320 ion pairs sandwiched between two groups of three (respectively one)

graphite layers for the constant potential (respectively charge) simulations. In the latter case, one

plane only was used in order to match with previous studies. The lengths in x and y directions

are chosen to match with the lattice parameters of graphite and are equal to 3.22 and 3.44 nm,

respectively. The length in the z direction is adjusted to recover the bulk density of the ionic liquid

at 400 K leading to Lz = 12.32 nm. For each point, the system is equilibrated during 200 ps before

gathering data during 1 ns in the NVT ensemble. For the ionic liquid-porous carbon simulations,

the system consists of 600 ion pairs sandwiched between two porous electrodes40 containing 3649

atoms each, as explained in reference.3 The length in x and y directions are both equal to 4.37 nm,

while the length in the z direction is of 18.64 nm. The systems are simulated during 100 ps in the

NVE ensemble, starting from an initial configuration as explained in the main text. Note that the

number of simulated ions was enough to keep a constant density in the bulk region during all the

simulations.
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Supplementary information

Additional methodology details and supplementary figures are all given in the Supplementary In-

formation. Two movies showing the trajectories used for Figure 3 are also provided. Finally, in a

third movie we show the full trajectory (100 ps) for the 1 V constant applied potential simulation.
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